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Abstract: A method is proposed for evaluating settlement and bearing capacity of soft clay that
reinforced with stone columns. A numerical analysis was carried out using Plaxis software with
considering the effect of compaction of soft clay. For the numerical simulation, Mohr-Coulomb model
was considered for the soft soil, sand and stone column. From numerical results, the bearing capacity
ratio(BCR) and settlement reduce ratio(SRR) of the soil has been estimated. On the bases of the
analysis performed in this research, it can be concluded that the value of BCR is depended on footing
width. The results are compared with those available in the literature and the advantages of the
numerical analysis were highlighted.  
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INTRODUCTION

Man does not have any control on the process of soil formation. The existing soil at a given site may not
be suitable for supporting the desired facilities such as building, bridges, dams and so on because safe bearing
capacity of a soil may not be adequate to support the given load. In such cases, the properties of the soil
within the zone of influence have to be improved in order to make them suitable to support the given load.
Stone columns are extensively used to improve bearing capacity of poor ground and reduce settlements of
structures built on them, were first employed in Europe in the 1830’s and have been used there extensively
since the late 1950’s (Ambily and Grandhi, 2007).

The construction of stone columns is generally carried out using either a replacement or a displacement
method. In the replacement or wet method, native soil is replaced by stone columns in a regular pattern where
the holes are constructed using a vibratory probe accompanied by a water jet. In the displacement or dry
method, native soil is displaced laterally by a vibratory probe using compressed air. This installation method
is appropriate where ground water level is low and in situ soil is firm (Lee and Pande, 1998). 

Improvement of a soft soil by stone columns is due to three factors. The first one is inclusion of a stiffer
column material (such as crushed stones, gravel, and so alike. . .) in the soft soil. The second factor is the
densification of the surrounding soft soil during the installation of stone column. The third factor is the acting
as vertical drains (Guetif et al., 2007). So, the insertion of stone columns into weak soils is not just a
replacement operation and stone column can changes in both the material properties and the state of stresses
in the treated soil mass. 

Many of the researchers have developed theoretical solutions for estimating bearing capacity and settlement
of reinforced foundations by stone columns (Greenwood, 1970; Hughes et al., 1976; Aboshi et al., 1979).
Poorooshasb and Meyerhof (Poorooshasb and Meyerhof, 1996) proposed the performance ratio, which is
defined as the ratio of the settlement of the improved ground to unimproved ground under identical surcharges.
They considered linear elastic behavior for stone column. Priebe (Priebe, 1976) proposed an improvement factor
that could be used to assess the performance of stone columns. The calculation of the improvement factor was
done by considering the stone columns material is incompressible and column is based on a rigid layer (end-
bearing). Priebe (Priebe, 1995) considered  the effect of compressibility of the column material and the
overburden. He developed design charts to calculate the settlement of single and strip footing reinforced by
a limit number of stone columns. Jellali and et al. (Jellali et al., 2005) presented a general homogenization
procedure for evaluating the ultimate bearing capacity factor of a purely cohesive foundation soil reinforced
by a group of columns, in the case when the column material is also purely cohesive. Ambily and Grandhi
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(Ambily and Grandhi, 2007) conducted experimental and numerical analysis on singles and groups of stone
columns. They presented improvement factor without considering stress due to installation of stone column.

The installation of stone column is accompanied by vibration and horizontal displacement of soil. Many
of the researchers for considering horizontal displacement of soil during the installation of stone column, post-
installation coefficient of earth pressure, k*, considered more than k0, where k0 is coefficient of lateral earth
pressure at rest (Priebe, 1976; Elshazaly et al., 2006; Elkasabgy, 2005; Pitt et al., 2003). Elshazly et al., (2007)
presented the interesting relation between the inter-column spacing and k* in vibro-installation
technique(Fig.1).This relation was inferred from analyses for load settlement records of various field load tests,
performed for stone columns arrangements with different inter-column spacing values. A well-documented case
history, involving three columns' patterns along with their relevant field and laboratory test results, was utilized
for this study. Moreover, a well-tested-coupled finite element model was employed in the analysis. The analysis
is inversely posed to determine the soil initial stresses, based on the recorded settlements and the post-
installation material properties.

This paper is presented in the following sequences. First, the simulation of stone column in soft soil in
plain strain is introduced. Next, bearing capacity ratio is calculated and is compared with the equivalent of
soil/columns system and existing theories. Finally, settlement reduce ratio is calculated using the equivalent
Young’s modulus.

2. Finite-Element Analysis:
Finite element analysis was performed using Plaxis V8 program. Plaxis is used for the analysis of

deformation and stability in geotechnical engineering. 15-node triangular elements were used for the analysis.
The mesh was medium generation, utilized as the global coarseness of model; whereas, it was refined in the
area of reinforced ground, because stresses and displacements are higher in this area.

2.1. Geometric Modeling:
Each column acts within a cylindrical cell with a radius of influence denoted by Re (Fig. 2). Balaam and

Booker, (1981) related the radius of influence to the actual column spacing by the relation Re = c.S, where
S is the actual spacing (from center to center of the columns) and c is a constant having values of 0.525 and
0.564 for triangular and square patterns, respectively. For most practical cases, the diameter of influence may
be assumed to be equal to the actual column spacing. The analyses were carried out assuming columns were
arranged in a square pattern.

In this investigation, it was assumed that the raft is rigid, and both the stone column and soft clay undergo
the same amount of settlement. There are no interface elements placed between the soil and the footing, so
any slippage between footing and soil occurs within the soil. This is realistic, because concrete footings poured
against the ground form a very rough interface. Fixed supports were considered at the bottom of geometry and
roller supports were on the vertical boundaries. At the interface between the stone column and soft clay,
interface elements have been used. This can be explained by the fact that the deformation of the column is
mainly by general failure and occurs significant shear between clay and stone column (Etezad, 2006).

The arrangement of the test columns is generally 3D. For modeling column in plain strain, it is necessary
that use equivalent strip. The idealization formulae for the equivalent strip are given in Fig.3.

The area replacement percent(�), total area of stone columns over area of unreinforced soil, assuming
columns were arranged in a square pattern was considered as 

  (1)
2

2

d� 100
(1.13S)

� �

The area replacement percent is considered between 10% to 30%. For the amount of less than 10% no
significant improvement in the ground properties is achieved (Hu et al., 1977); whereas, there would be
installation difficulties for the area replacement percent more than 30%. Stone columns usually are extended
to bedrock or a hard layer, but occasionally floating columns are also installed. In this investigation, is
supposed that stone columns are extended to a hard layer. In most practical cases a soil layer was placed at
the top soft clay that reinforced with stone columns, so a sand layer of 20 cm thick was placed at the top to
model. The analysis was carried out on stone column of diameter 0.8, 1 and 1.2 m and height 10 m. Because
of symmetry, only half of the geometry is modeled.

2.2. Material Modeling:
Appropriate choices of material properties are necessary in order to have an accurate simulation of
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reinforcement system in the numerical modeling. The properties of soft clay, stone column and sand be found
in the literature (Ambily and Grandhi, 2007; Guetif et al., 2007; Han et al., 2006). Plain strain analyses were
carried out with considering elasto-plastic behavior for soft clay, sand and stones. A drained behavior is
assumed for all the materials. In this investigation, the constitutive law of Mohr coulomb was used for the
stone columns, sand and soft soil. The input parameters of Mohr Coulomb model (E, �, ��, �, c�, and �) are
given in Table 1. Before the columns are installed, the horizontal component of stress in the ground is given
by the equation k0�z, where z is the depth below grade and K0 is the coefficient of the at rest earth pressure
for the soft clay. The coefficient of earth pressure at rest value, was estimated from the Jacky’s formula

  (2)0 1 sink �� �

Installation of the columns increases this stress to a higher value. For considering horizontal component
of stress due to installation of the columns was used from Fig.1. Suitable value for interface strength(Rinter)
between stone column and soft clay was found in the literature (Brinkgreve and Vermeer, 1998). 

2-3. Bearing Capacity:
Our objective was to assess the ultimate bearing capacity of a rigid strip footing of width B, resting upon

a soft soil which has been reinforced by a group of vertical columns. The geometry of a typical finite element
model for the analysis is shown in Fig.4. A uniform vertical displacement was prescribed to the model until
failure(displacement control method). In this analysis, the footing nodal points are not allowed to move in
horizontal directions, i.e., the soil/footing interface is considered rough. In order to study the effect of footing
width on ultimate bearing capacity, calculation was conducted on three different size of footings (B=1 m, 2
m, 4m) for both unreinforced and reinforced soil. The relationship between stress and displacement in
unrinforced soil showed that stress is constant after a displacement equal to 0.2B for three different size of
footings. So, in this study pressures that bring a settlement equal to 0.2B were selected as ultimate bearing
capacity for both unreinforced and reinforced soil. Fig.5 shows a typical relationship between vertical stress
and settlement for different area replacement ratio and B=2m. The ultimate bearing capacity for the footing
was determined from the load-settlement curve. It can be seen from Fig.5 that the ultimate bearing pressure
of the footing increases with increasing area replacement percent. Increase in the ultimate bearing capacity due
to the existing of stone columns was considered through a non-dimensional parameter, the bearing capacity
ratio (BCR), which is defined as follows:

  (3)/ur uoBCR q q�

where qur is the ultimate bearing capacity of the reinforced soil and quo is the ultimate bearing pressure
of unreinforced soil at the same settlement Level. The average of the BCR of various diameters was calculated
as BCR for each area replacement percent. Fig.6 shows BCR for three different sizes of footings.

The effect of stone column on BCR in low area replacement percent for small size of footing is more than
large size of footing. With decrease of footing width, increase the intensity of load carries by stone column;
whereas, column material is stiffer than soft soil, increase BCR. With increase of footing width, decrease BCR,
because increase load intensity carries by the weak soil.

Fig.7 summarize the values of BCR resulting from three methods of analysis, including present Finite
Element analysis. Etezad (2006) used the concept of the equivalent of soil/columns system and limit
equilibrium technique. The objective of the proposed model was to determine the bearing capacity coefficients
of the composite ground and consequently to estimate the ultimate bearing capacity of the reinforced ground.
In this model was used from the cases of general shear, local shear and punching failure in composite soil.
Furthermore, the present work was compared with the equivalent of soil/columns system( Vesic’s method[20]).
The composite cohesion, unit weight and angle of friction of reinforced soil was considered as 

   (4). (1 )com s c� � � � �� � �

   (5). (1 )com s cc c c� �� � �

  (6). (1 )com s c� � � � �� � �

where cs, cc, �s, �c, �s and �c are cohesion, angle of friction and unit weight of the column material and
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clay respectively. In homogeneous soil theory for cohesionless soil(c=0) and without surcharge(q=0), BCR not
depends upon footing width. So, increasing rate of BCR is similar for different width of footings in Etezad's
method and equivalent of soil/columns system. The BCR obtained from Etezad's method with considering
general shear and equivalent of soil/columns system was matched well. So, the present work was compared
with Etezad's method with considering local shear. In the present work, BCR depended on footing width. With
increasing footing width is closed increasing rate of BCR to Etezad's method and equivalent of soil/columns
system.

Jellali and et al. (2005) investigated the ultimate bearing capacity of a strip foundation resting on a soil
reinforced by a group of lime columns in the situation when both the native soil and reinforcing material are
purely cohesive. The lime technique obtain from mixing the weak soil mass with a given percentage of lime
or lime–cement, thus producing a considerable increase of the soil initial shear strength. Therefore, Jellali and
et. al considered the ultimate bearing capacity of a rigid strip footing resting upon a homogeneous purely
cohesive soil (cohesion c) which has been reinforced by a group of vertical columns made of a cohesive
material of cohesion kc,(k>1). For the case of reinforcement by stone column in cohesionless soil and use of
Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion, value of k(the shear stress of stone column divided by the shear stress of soft
soil) can be expressed as

  (7)
tan tan. .
tan tan

s s s s

c c c c

K n	 
 � �
	 
 � �

� � �

where �s and �c are the shear stress of stone column and soft soil. The stress ratio(n) is suggested about
3 by Mckelvey et al.[21]. So, is considered the value of 6 for k in numerical analysis. Jellali and et al. (2005)
calculated the uniform vertical load per unit length using the limit analysis (or yield design) theory as

  (8)*. .Q B c N�

where N* is a non-dimensional factor depending on the non-dimensional value of k and                , where1 /B B� �

B1 is the reinforced zone width, the depth of the reinforced zone being taken as sufficiently large. Upper bound
of N* considered as

           (9)0 :� � * 2N �� �

                 (10)3 :�  * 2 1 1( 2) 2( 1 cos ( ))N r r r
r

� �� � � � �

where 

          (11)(1 ) .r K� �� � �

Using Eq.(8), BCR can be expressed as   

 (12)
*

*

(reinforced)
(unreinforced)

NBCR
N

�

Fig.8 compares the BCR obtained from the present work with Jellali's method. The BCR not depended
on footing width in Jellali's method. With decreasing footing width is closed results of Jellali's method to
results of numerical analysis. In other words, with increasing the reinforced zone width is closed results of
Jellali's method to results of numerical analysis. Use of Jellali's method for stone column is more logical when
the reinforced zone width is great proportion footing width. However this method is not suitable for calculation
of bearing capacity. In general, with increase of 	 , BCR is closed to  results of numerical analysis.

2.4. Settlement Calculation:
In this analysis, was evaluated the improvement of the stiffness (reduce of settlement) of the treated

ground. Fig.9 shows a model of group of stone columns in finite-element analysis when entire area is loaded.
A uniform vertical displacement(
=2%) was prescribed to the model. The average settlement(Se) can be
calculated as (Christian and Carrier, 1978).
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          (13)0 1
.. .e

q BS
E

� ��

where q is the applied footing load, E is elastic Modulus of the soil, �0 and �1 values depend on the depth
of the footing and the thickness between the footing base and hard strata, respectively. Therefore, settlement
is depending on elastic modulus of the soil. Assuming the whole soil medium to be homogeneous, the
equivalent secant modulus(Eeq) values have been calculated as

          (14)eqE 

�

�

where 

          (15)
S
L

� �

where, � is the average applied stress, 
 is the average strain, S is the settlement of the footing and L is
the depth of the clay bed(=10 m). Fig.10 shows typical axial stress versus settlement behavior for improved
grounds based on finite-element analysis for different area replacement percent. The vertical stress versus
settlement relation is almost linear. The equivalent Young’s modulus of the composite ground can be obtained
from average slope of the plot. Settlement reduce ratio(SRR), settlement of the composite ground divided by
settlement of ground without stone column at the same stress  Level, was calculated. Using Eq.(13), SRR can
be expressed as 

          (16)0

eq

ESRR
E

�

where, E0 is Young’s modulus of ground without stone column. Fig.11 shows that stone column decrease
settlement even if the insertion of stone columns into weak soils be considered just a replacement operation
and not be affected surrounding soft soil. Increase of 25 percent of k0, was decreased about 5 percent of SRR.
Therefore, decrease of SRR is not only due to a stiffer column material in soft clay and SRR decrease with
compaction surrounding soft soil.Fig.12 shows effect of diameter of column on SRR. SRR in general increase
with increase of diameter of column. With increase of replacement ratio increase effect of diameter of column
on SRR. This can be explained by the fact that in small diameters decrease columns spacing and consequently,
is compacted surrounding soft soil properly. The average of SRR of various diameters was calculated as SRR
for each area replacement ratio. Fig. 12 shows SRR obtained from the present work for different area ratio.
Results were compared with the existing theories. The present work predicts a lower SRR compared to
Poorooshasb et al., (Poorooshasb and Meyerhof, 1996) and Priebe, (Priebe, 1976). Poorooshasb et.al considered
only elastic displacement, whereas in the present work was also considered plastic displacement, predicts upper
settlement compared to Poorooshasb's method.

Priebe was done the calculation of the basic improvement factor(SRR) by considering the stone columns
material is incompressible. Therefore, any settlement of the load area results in a bulging of the column which
remains constant all over its length. However, column material is compressible and failure of stone column
is shear failure (Etezad, 2006). Therefore, calculated settlement in the present work will be more than Priebe's
method.

B eside, for  uncompressible material, in the case where the area replacement percent to           , the100%� �

SRR  achieve  zero.  In this work, in the case where the area replacement percent to             , the SRR100%� �

achieve 0.09( Young’s modulus of soft soil divided by Young’s modulus of stone column). The actual SRR
does not achieve zero. Therefore, the values of SRR obtained from present work are close to actual SRR.  

Conclusions:
A series of numerical analysis has been carried out to evaluate bearing capacity and settlement of a strip

footing resting on soil reinforced by a group of stone columns. The clay layer was assumed to be uniform.
The analyses employed an elastic–perfectly plastic constitutive model following the Mohr–Coulomb failure
criterion.Two series of runs were performed: one for calculation of bearing capacity ratio and one for
calculation of settlement reduce ratio. Based on the results of this numerical study, we can draw the following
conclusions:
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1. The BCR and SRR values depend mainly on column spacing (replacement ratio).
2. The BCR values depend mainly on footing width. In the certain replacement ratio, with increase footing

width decrease BCR. With increase replacement ratio, decrease the effect of footing width on BCR. 
3. Implementation of the equivalent of soil/columns system is more logical for the case of great footing

width; however this method is not suitable for calculation of bearing capacity.
4. Use of Jellali's method for stone column is more logical when the reinforced zone width is great

proportion footing width.
5. The load settlement behavior of model with an entire area loaded is almost linear and it is possible to

find the stiffness of improved ground.
6. Decrease of SRR is not only due to a stiffer column material in soft clay and SRR decrease with

compaction surrounding soft soil.
7. In the certain replacement ratio, increase SRR with increase of diameter of column. With increase of

replacement ratio, because of reduction of columns spacing, increase effect of diameter of column on SRR.

Fig. 1: Variation of K* with columns spacing

(a)

      (b)
Fig. 2: Plan of stone column  (a)Triangular pattern (b) square pattern
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Fig. 3: Idealization of stone columns in plane strain

Fig. 4: Simulation of reinforcement system for calculation of bearing capacity

Fig. 5: Curves of loading against settlement for (B=2 m, d=1 m)

Fig. 6: The effect of footing width on BCR
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(a)

(b)     (C)
Fig. 7: Comparison of BCR with existing theories: (a)-B=1m (b)- B=2m (c)-B=4m

Fig. 8: Comparison of BCR with Jellali's method

Fig. 9: Simulation of reinforcement system for calculation of settlement
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Fig. 10: Stress settlement behavior under entire area loading

Fig. 11: Effect of soil compaction on SRR

Fig. 12: Effect of diameter of column on SRR
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Fig. 13: Comparison of  SRR with existing  theories
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